Linda Williams in her article, which breaks down the body genres, even states that melodrama is not relegated into the same categorical framework as horror and porn, but was being used as such as a means to give it space in her argument. I argue 10 that the films I am analyzing hold true to the construct of melodrama, not outside of it in an ambiguous amputation of the body genres but squarely within them. Melodrama does not hinge on a cathartic end, it hinges on the emotionally charged content. Trauma is a uniquely emotionally charged subject, one that is not the coping of a moment but a scar embedded from the past. The concept of catharsis goes against the impetus of the emotional excess within melodrama. Stephen Prince examines catharsis through Aristotle, where the term finds its roots, as a way of purging feelings through language and acting. One does not experience this cathartic purge because of the inaccessibility 11 of trauma, as Williams puts it, "in these fantasies the quest for connection is always tinged with the melancholy of loss. Origins are already lost, the encounters always take ! . Ibid., pp XIX. ! 5 place too late, on death beds or over coffins." Both trauma and melodrama are built 12 on a disconnect from the past and the irreconcilability of pain, loss, and betrayal, the shrapnel of the unfathomable.
METHODOLOGY
To begin, this thesis will elaborate on previous theory to explore how trauma cinema can be a catalyst for change in the spectator. Rather than exploring spectatorship as a homogenous group of emotional experience I will focus on Tarja Laine's concept that there are "strategic and operational processes within the film, which can inform us about the 'salient techniques'… that evoke bodily affectivity and give semantic meaning to the cinematic experience." (Italics original) This allows for the reading of film to 13 focus on intentionality, instead of broadly assuming individual responses of film goers.
Briefly explored above, I will utilize contemporary and classical psychoanalytic theory as well as melodrama as a mode for the depiction of trauma cinema. Along with teasing out those concepts more, I intend to weave together concepts of spectatorship, like parallelism, contagion, and collective compassion, in order to explain the ability to empathize with and work through personal frustration using a media object such as film.
In order to ground this text I will be following the hermeneutic methodology used also by This framework will be applied to interpret the emotional relationship between the four films I have chosen, that encapsulate trauma cinema while uniquely implementing formal and technical techniques, and the spectator. As trauma and melodrama work in concert, each film is contemporary which aligns with the concept that "melodrama [is] neither a historically stable genre nor one that remains fixed in its definition." Each film uses different formal techniques to cause frustration. These films 15 demand attention and emotional investment through their artistic rendering and expand on the notion of the 'unrepresentable' using unique formal modes to illicit the spectators negative affect. Using different formal techniques they stand out from the traditional Hollywood structure. They also illustrate the universality of trauma, as each film is a product of a different county: Una was filmed in the UK , The Tale in the USA , The
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Tribe in Ukraine , and Son of Saul in Hungary.
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Two of these films, Una (Andrews 2016) and The Tale (Fox 2018) , explore the fallibility of memory as women come face to face with their experiences of being sexually assaulted and manipulated as children. Una examines the subjectivity of ! . Carla Marcantonio. 2015. Global Melodrama: Nation, Body, and alienating the spectator. The film plays out in only ambient sound. Son of Saul on the other hand, focuses all of the attention on one man, there is a choreography to the actor and the camera where he never leaves the frame. We watch his experience of the holocaust with only seeing hints of it in the periphery. The carnage is just out of focus.
Relying heavily on the melding of many different aspects of psychoanalysis, spectatorship, and genre theory as well as an exploration on trauma and filmic representations of trauma. These concepts will be building toward the goal of arguing that choosing to watch, or rather gravitating towards, trauma cinema is a way to self Its danger lies in the fact that it originates from the death instinct and corresponds to the part of that instinct which has escaped being turned outwards as an instinct of destruction. But since, on the other hand, it has the significance of an erotic component, even the subject's destruction of himself cannot take place without libidinal satisfaction. 27 As the death instinct in masochism is being turned at once against the self yet also 28 escaping outwards 'as an instinct of destruction,' how then is there still a sexual and self preserving satisfaction within moral masochism? In order to make this a tangible less cyclical idea it could be seen as an unconscious want for self examination and growth. However, finding catharsis within the film itself is not necessary, this dead-lock allows for the film to sit with the spectators longer, where the frustration of non-catharsis becomes the hope or further understanding in the head of the spectators after the credits have rolled. Not having this cathartic release easily accessible within the traumatic film text arouses a collaboration between the concepts depicted and the spectator, Abraham
Geil argues this point in The Spectator without Qualities, where he explores the ideas of philosopher Jacques Rancière. "This is a spectator who does not simply judge or take pleasure and pain in a work of art but is 'summoned into the reinvention of the work' and, as Rancière puts it, 'comes to collaborate in the work as he looks at it' (Rancière 2011d: The body feels and the mind tries to understand why through emotional processing.
Lübecker, touches on affect without using that term. His conceptualization of state change while watching film falls outside of the realm of psychoanalytic theory, as he argues more for an emphasis on cognitive psychology, it is still relevant to what this thesis is trying to synthesize.
Understanding oneself and being able to cope with the emotions a film can create in the spectator is a reason why we want to watch film, even traumatic film.
As an additional ending point to the concepts of affect and emotion is this 
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Her description of unraveling the spectator through the formal and technical qualities of the film highlight how films affective quality is so difficult to pin down.
'unknowing' and 'undoing' give a sense of discomfort and unease but without fully being able to place it, except with this more vague ambiguous language. The quote itself is charged as well pulling me in as a reader to understand the way this film Lübecker, Laine, and Vivian Sobchack also inspire the way I will be analyzing film texts. Laine's position of 'attentive participation' has been a commonality through these scholars' work, and by no means is that a comprehensive list of scholars who subscribe to this style of analysis but those whose text have been pivotal to my work.
As the subject matter explored below is incredibly sensitive, there will not be much discussion about the moral implications of showing traumatic events but the emotional experience. There is plenty of room to think through the technological innovation of face mapping, which I will be discussing in more detail below, and using it to portray illegal acts, specifically against children. However, for the context of this work it is too large of an area to cover in the following pages and deserves to be thought through and discussed in its own paper.
The ability to empathize with or through film creates an atmosphere in a theatre or behind the screen of a laptop that allows for a change in emotional state.
Choosing to watch a film that is emotionally complex and unsettling putting you in a state of unease or frustration is in and of itself moral masochism. Allowing this frustration to persist while watching a film, tolerating it, not immediately changing the the channel or walking out of the theatre, expands your emotional intelligence.
The internal struggle to try and understand your self or your capacity for discomfort cannot happen in a comfortable vacuum but can be challenged by a working through or working with media objects. These media objects can take many forms to create frustration, this thesis is not trying to argue that cringe ! 23 comedy could not be an effective catalyst for frustration however, I make a case that melodramatic trauma cinema is highly affective and effective in creating frustrating emotional shifts within the viewer.
ANALYSIS
To explore the concept that self inflicted viewing of trauma cinema is a part of moral masochisms function to cause frustration and create change within the spectator I will individually discuss scenes from the traumatic films listed previously and how they create an emotionally frustrating spectatorial relationship where personal change can be what is felt. What comes to pass is a rupture in the specific configuration that allows us to stay in "our" assigned places in a given state of things ' (2010: 143) .
That rupture severs the logic of cause and effect that would mark out a path from the viewing of a film to a given awareness about the world and from that awareness to political action. 77 It can be argued that political action is not always stirred, but internal change can be made from the discomfort or' rupture' of homeostasis when confronted with such subject matter. This trauma impacting a little girl is no longer happening behind closed doors, watching this film forces us to come to terms with the reality of the world and 'engage in genuine thinking' This genuine thinking is using the film as the 'other mind' in 78 "Ogden's second second principle of mental functioning in Bion's theory of thinking." 79 We use the media object as a way to experience this disturbing thought, and work through the reaction to the subject matter. Giving a self-awareness to the personal conceptualization to a part of the world that you may never come into contact with.
In another particularly affecting scene Una's neighbor, Ray, is sat on an unassuming bench in a park as he watches young Una walk through the crisp grass. A moment that can be recognized from a typical Sunday afternoon at any park bringing up a collective memory of, seeing children play, going to the park with a young family member, a simple and identifiable scene from the innocent everyday life. Seeing this young girl walk through the park allows the spectator to "imagine themselves as part of a ! 26
'we' that shares the responsibility. This kind of empathy is at the core of sociality, and of shame." Una is every child that has walked through a park, someone to be cared for and 80 protected. She disappears from view, behind a shrub, and Ray walks to the same spot and disappears behind the leaves. Excruciatingly slowly the camera pushes into the peaceful rustle of the leaves until the screen is nothing but shades of green. Una's voice is at the edge of tears as she bitingly narrates and describes the molestation taking place only feet from the perspective of the camera, still ever so slightly moving closer to the bushes building sickening tension.
There pain in Una's voice is a mix between loss and hatred, like venom hitting our ears contrasted by the calming imagery, this turns the once serene park into a sinister place. We are primed to imagine the acts being perpetrated just beyond the screen. ! 28 almost finding a justification to the manipulation and "relationship" she would have with her riding instructor and the man who worked near by. However, a photo album reveals the fallibility of her own memory with an image of the young Jennifer (Isabelle Nélisse). The image of herself that she had been projecting onto the past was years older then her true age. This realization crashes down onto Jennifer's memory as a scene that had been played earlier in the film is repeated but, the the older actress is replaced with the younger, and we finally, truly, see a child.
Distinctly, The Tale bravely and controversially depicts sexual acts agains a child through the use of a body double for young Jeniffer. As the man manipulating or "priming" Jennifer finally has her comfortable enough to pursue sexual advances, the film explicitly breaks down any semblance of comfort for the spectator. Unlike Una, and many other films with similar subject matter, there is no avoidance of trauma. Young
Jennifer is about to perform oral sex on the older man but the film does not cut away to a more suggestive framing. Jennifer In a scene of particularly heightened emotional charge one of the young deaf female students, who is trying to leave Ukraine and paying for it through prostitution, find out that she is pregnant. Through illegal channels she finds herself in a woman's home, for a abortion outside of traditional medical routes. The scene builds not from a swelling score or heightened emotional stakes, but the slow realization that the scene is not going to release us from the physical torture that is going to happen to this young woman. Before describing how the scene unfolds, Müsterberg poetically illustrated how a spectator would react to such subject matter ! . Ibid., pp 99. 89
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The horror which we see makes us really shrink… the pain which we observe brings contractions in our muscles; and all the resulting sensations from muscles, joints, tendons, from skin and viscera, from blood circulation and breathing, give the color of living experience to the emotional reflection in our mind. 90 The student is sat on a cold flat surface raised above a bath tub, a clothing line with hoops for her feet on either side that is attached from one foot, threaded behind her back to her other foot for support as a rudimentary gynecological stirrup. The rope indents into her skin from the pressure. Thuds, shifts and muffled creaking of the house fill the auditory landscape until the inevitable metallic clanging of medical tools fill the room. So far in the film no sounds have left a characters lips other then breaths and grunts, the spectator becoming accustomed to the soundscape and lack of dialogue, not quiet but ambient and familiar, until the young student is penetrated by the recently sterilized, warm metal, tools in order to abort her pregnancy. Screams of a girl who has never heard herself scream, a primal need to find release from the pain. The camera is stagnant, showing the entire process every scrape and clatter of a new tool is punctuated by whimpers. The pain and turmoil she would have felt is unfathomable, her screams unique to the films landscape calls the scene to our attention.
Myroslav Slaboshpytskyi did not shy away from terror of those cast aside, these young students are kept hidden from the world as they are sanctioned off into their own school and taken advantage of by adults that are meant to care for them. The scene described above causes recoil and fascination, muscles clenching visualizing the pain she must be experiencing and feeling the back of your seat push firmly stop you from horrors of the holocaust give the spectator a palpable recognition of the horror he is witnessing. We follow Saul through the concentration camps as he cleans the gas chambers as part of the Sonderkommando, Jewish prisoners who are rationed more food for their work on the chambers. "We spontaneously and contagiously focus our emotional attention on the other's situation…" Yearning to help this young man, he establishes a 94 knowable paternal care of a young man who survived the chamber but was subsequently suffocated by the SS, his driving force is to give his 'son,' a proper kiddish funeral. A point of rebellion, finding a small sliver of humanity in his painful and hopeless reality.
The holocaust is a group trauma that is unfathomable even for the people that survived through it, but it is in our cultural memory. Through lessons in school, films like Steven Implementing a way to know and understand the holocaust through our own personal understanding, creating images of composite memories from school and documentaries to truly work through the horror that is genocide. ! 34
CONCLUSION
It is hard to say how many of us have experienced the exact events depicted in these films, however, they still affect those who watch them. Their play with formal qualities exploit our human nature to imagine and empathize with characters on a screen to put us into viscerally uncomfortable positions. We who gravitate towards these films are moral masochists, trying work through an emotional state. To do this there needs to be an 'other mind,' but this other does not need to be a person it can be an object and in this case a film. While the films chosen for this thesis are by no means the only affectively 96 frustrating media objects, I have chosen them as an active spectator. These films forced me to take time and process what I had seen. Though, I would not say I am a moral masochist in the strictest definition. The melding of classical and contemporary psychoanalysis that has been explored in this thesis, allows for watching traumatic film to feel less alienating. By contextualizing moral masochism through contemporary psychoanalytic frames. This reorientation of moral masochism to separate it from its paradoxical roots and place it within a more tangible psychic understanding where the creation of frustration is a tool to advance emotional experience and to better cope with the frustrations of the world.
Art can be created to be positively affecting, serene and comfortable, but art that challenges and disrupts is beautiful in its ability to help us "examine who [we] 
